
Take a Break     
        by the Sea

Speaking of renovations, one place we strongly encourage you to check out is 
the recently refurbished Coho Oceanfront Lodge in Lincoln City. This is a kid-cen-
tric property that takes family-friendly to a fabulous level. The Coho Oceanfront 
Lodge is also an exemplary hospitality model for service, comfort and beauty. The 
property itself is nestled right on the beautiful coast with endless ocean views 
and access to great tide pools. The location alone is perhaps one of the best you 
will find at reasonable rates.

Recent hotel renovations really hit the mark on style and contemporary-infused 
accommodations. Ranging from studios to full family suites, there is a perfectly 
sized room for everyone. The rooms are modern, with earth-toned colors and 
environmentally friendly products such as naturally antibacterial bamboo-blended 
towels. The Coho Oceanfront Lodge even has family suites with separate fun-
themed kids’ bedrooms, featuring bunk beds and Wii or PS3 game systems. 
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The lobby is like a luxurious boutique gathering space, with 
the smells of home-baked chocolate chip cookies and freshly 
ground coffee to take back to your room. Right next to the 
lobby is an on-site indoor heated swimming pool, Jacuzzi and 
sauna. Mornings you will be treated to a delicious continental 
breakfast.

One of our favorite treats was the Coho Oceanfront Lodge’s 
beach bonfire kit. It includes firewood, fire starter, roasting 
sticks, s’mores kit (graham crackers, marshmallows and choco-
late bars) and a beach mat, all in a handy beach bag. The bon-
fire kit was offered for a reasonable fee, and the kids loved it!

For unbeatable hospitality, location, family-friendliness, class and 
value, we were impressed with the Coho Oceanfront Lodge 
in Lincoln City. Visit their website for all the details, photos and 
options for a memorable stay. www.thecoholodge.com.
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